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GDR Literature in German Curricula and Textbooks 2023-09-15 this book analyzes the changing
portrayal of gdr literature in german gymnasium textbooks 1985 2015 addressing the need for
textbook research to broaden its focus from gdr history to gdr literature the author presents
case studies of well known gdr authors bertolt brecht johannes r becher anna seghers wolf
biermann and christa wolf each examining a particular aspect of the societal discourse about gdr
literature and the tension between literary text and historical context taken together the case
studies reveal the frequently underestimated power of ideology in literature textbooks they also
show how attempts to package these authors into simplified categories ultimately reveal the
profound complexities of the gdr literary legacy by examining the clear tension between
literature and politics in textbooks and curricula the author demonstrates how ideological
messages are transmitted in all textbooks as well as the importance of attending to overt and
covert ideology
CA Te Am Anthem 2007 Mod 2007 the problem of memory in china japan and korea involves a surfeit
rather than a deficit of memory and the consequence of this excess is negative unforgettable
traumas prevent nations from coming to terms with the problems of the present these compelling
essays enrich western scholarship by applying to it insights derived from asian settings
Northeast Asia’s Difficult Past 2010-06-30 explores simultaneity to show unresolved co presences
of contradictory ways through which people maintain multi layered identities
Simultaneous Identities: Language, Education, and Nationalism in Nepal 2020-12-03 this book
examines political nationalism in japan through an in depth analysis of the organisation ideology
and influence of nippon kaigi the most significant nationalist pressure group in contemporary
japan starting with a review of political nationalism in japan since 1945 the book then analyses
the ideological corpus of nippon kaigi highlighting its unity and coherence as a pressure group
and assessing the real influence it exerts on japanese political life it goes on to examine the
relationship between religion and nationalism and the key role played by various religious
organisations within this pressure group explaining why religious movements that should be in
competition with each other manage to collaborate within nippon kaigi finally the book turns to
the characteristics of japanese nationalist circles and an assessment of the rise of nationalism
in contemporary japan featuring extensive firsthand interviews with individuals and organisations
close to japanese nationalist circles this book will appeal to students and scholars of japanese
politics nationalism and the sociology of religion
Nippon Kaigi 2024-03-19 this book presents an overview of the democracy movement and the history
of education in nepal it shows how schools became the battleground for the state and the maoists
as well as captures emerging trends in the field challenges for the state and negotiations with
political commitments it looks at the factors that contributed to the conflict and studies the
politics of the region alongside gender and identity dynamics one of the first studies on the
subject the book highlights how conflict and education are intrinsically linked in nepal it
illustrates how schools became the centre of attention between warring groups and how they were
used for political meetings and recruitment of fighters during the political transitions in a
contested terrain in south asia it brings to the fore incidents of abduction and killing of
teachers and students and the use of children as porters for arms and ammunitions drawing
extensively on both primary and secondary sources and qualitative analyses the book provides the
key to a complex web of relationships among the stakeholders during conflict and also models of
education in post conflict situations this book will interest scholars and researchers in
education politics peace and conflict studies sociology development studies social work strategic
and security studies contemporary history international relations and nepal and south asian
studies
Conflict, Education and People's War in Nepal 2018-02-19 this book presents a new and
comprehensive framework for the analysis of representations of culture society and the world in
textbooks for foreign and second language learning the framework is transferable to other kinds
of learning materials and to other subjects the framework distinguishes between five approaches
national studies citizenship education studies cultural studies postcolonial studies and
transnational studies in a series of concrete analyses the book illustrates how one can describe
and uncover representations of the world in textbooks for english german french spanish danish
and esperanto each analysis is accompanied by suggestions of possible supplements and changes the
book points to the need for language learning materials to deal seriously with knowledge about
the world including its diversities and problems
Representations of the World in Language Textbooks 2018-01-08 choral music a research and
information guide third edition offers a comprehensive guide to the literature on choral music in
the western tradition clearly annotated bibliographic entries guide readers to resources on key
topics within choral music individual choral composers regional and sacred choral traditions
choral techniques choral music education genre studies and more providing an essential reference
for researchers and practitioners covering monographs bibliographies selected dissertations
reference works journals electronic databases and websites this research guide makes it easy to
locate relevant sources comprehensive indices of authors titles and subjects keep the volume user
friendly the new edition has been brought up to date with entries encompassing the latest
scholarship and updated references and annotations throughout capturing the continued growth of
literature on choral music since the publication of the second edition
Choral Music 2019-05-23 from the late 1920s through world war ii film became a crucial tool in
the state of japan detailing the way japanese directors scriptwriters company officials and
bureaucrats colluded to produce films that supported the war effort imperial screen is a highly
readable account of the realities of cultural life in wartime japan high s treatment of the
japanese film world as a microcosm of the entire sphere of japanese wartime culture demonstrates
what happens when conscientious artists and intellectuals become enmeshed in a totalitarian
regime this english language edition is revised and expanded from the original japanese edition
The Imperial Screen 2003 the world yearbook of education 2010 volume education and the arab world



political projects struggles and geometries of power strives to do justice to the complex
processes and dynamics behind the world of arab education western interest in all things arab has
greatly increased over the course of the decade but this interest runs the risk of forgetting
that the arab world is positioned within wider contexts of regional geopolitical and global
processes this volume examines arab education in a range of contexts regional diasporic and trans
national to better understand how the field of arab education is formed through local regional
geopolitical and global engagements and resonances in doing so contributors from a range of
disciplines open critical conversations about the intersections of history culture geopolitics
policy and education the world yearbook of education 2010 offers new conceptual and empirical
approaches that deal with some of the often neglected aspects of the study of arab education
contested political projects struggles towards emancipation recognition and liberation and a
larger concern for social justice equity and political inclusion andr lias mazawi is associate
professor in the department of educational studies at the university of british columbia
vancouver bc canada he is also an associate fellow at the euro mediterranean centre for
educational research at the university of malta ronald g sultana is professor in the department
of education studies at the university of malta where he also leads the euro mediterranean centre
for educational research he is the founding editor of the mediterranean journal of educational
studies
World Yearbook of Education 2010 2017-07-05 the world yearbook of education 2010 education and
the arab world political projects struggles and geometries of power strives to do justice to the
complex processes and dynamics behind the world of arab education western interest in all things
arab has greatly increased over the course of the decade but this interest runs the risk of
forgetting that the arab world is positioned within wider contexts of regional geopolitical and
global processes this volume examines arab education in a range of contexts regional diasporic
and trans national to better understand how the field of arab education is formed through local
regional geopolitical and global engagements and resonances in doing so contributors from a range
of disciplines open critical conversations about the intersections of history culture geopolitics
policy and education the world yearbook of education 2010 offers new conceptual and empirical
approaches that deal with some of the often neglected aspects of the study of arab education
contested political projects struggles towards emancipation recognition and liberation and a
larger concern for social justice equity and political inclusion
World Yearbook of Education 2010 2010-02-15 in this book yuko kawai departs from the common
conception of japan as an ethnically homogenous nation a transnational critique of japaneseness
cultural nationalism racism and multiculturalism in japan investigates the construction of
japaneseness from a transnational perspective examining ways to make japanese nationhood more
inclusive kawai analyzes a variety of communicational practices during the first two decades of
the twenty first century while situating japaneseness in its longer historical transformation
from the late nineteenth century kawai focuses on governmental and popular ideas of japaneseness
in light of local global historical and contemporary contexts as well as in relation to a diverse
array of others in both asia and the west
A Transnational Critique of Japaneseness 2020-12-10 this book analyses the efforts throughout
east asia to deploy education for purposes of political socialization and in particular in order
to shape notions of identity the chapters also examine the trend of common textbook initiatives
which have recently emerged in east asia with the aim of helping to defuse tensions arguably
fuelled by existing practices of mutual mis representation these are analysed in relation to the
east asian political context and compared with previous and ongoing endeavours in other parts of
the world particularly europe which have been keenly observed by east asian practitioners written
by a group of international education experts chapters discuss the enduring focus on the role of
curricula in inculcating homogenous visions of the national self and indeed homogenized visions
of significant others including contributions from scholars and curriculum developers involved
personally in the writing of national and multi national history textbooks this book will be of
interest to students and scholars of asian education asian history and comparative education
studies gotelind müller is professor of chinese studies university of heidelberg germany
Designing History in East Asian Textbooks 2011-02-01 since the 1960s neville meaney has been
asking probing questions about social change and the rise of nationalism especially as found in
the making of australia s self image and its engagement with the world his efforts to unravel
what he once called the riddle of australian nationalism have raised important and often
unsettling challenges for australians bringing together the cultural intellectual political and
diplomatic dimensions of the national experience meaney s work has been dominated by two
overarching and interconnected questions how australians should resolve the tension between the
community of culture and the community of interest and how they should reconcile their british
heritage with their asian moorings
Australia and the Wider World 2018-08-30 the controversy over official state approved history
textbooks in japan which omit or play down many episodes of japan s occupation of neighbouring
countries during the asia pacific war 1931 1945 and which have been challenged by critics who
favour more critical peace and justice perspectives goes to the heart of japan s sense of itself
as a nation the degree to which japan is willing to confront its past is not just about history
but also about how japan defines itself at present and going forward this book examines the
history textbook controversy in japan it sets the controversy in the context of debates about
memory and education and in relation to evolving politics both within japan and in japan s
relations with its neighbours and former colonies and countries it invaded it discusses in
particular the struggles of ienaga saburo who has made crucial contributions including through
three epic lawsuits in challenging the official government position winner of the american
educational research association 2009 outstanding book award in the curriculum studies category
War Memory, Nationalism and Education in Postwar Japan 2008-06-23 choral music research and
information is a bibliographic research guide of work in the field sections include choral music



for children and youth choirs choral music for adult choirs choral music with dance choral
settings and multicultural music
FCS Criminal Justice Structures and Mandates L3 2009 a fresh look at the musical universe of
arguably one of the most influential composers of the twentieth century
Choral Music 2002 echoing events questions the perpetuation actualization and canonization of
national narratives in english and dutch history textbooks wide reaching media that tendentially
inspire a sense of meaning memory and thus also identity the longitudinal study begins in the
1920s when the league of nations launched several initiatives to reduce strong nationalistic
visions in textbooks and ends in the new millennium with the revival of national narratives in
both countries the analysis shows how and why textbook authors have narrated different histories
which vary in terms of context epoch and place as echoing events by using recurring plots and the
same combinations of historical analogies this innovative and original study thus investigates
from a new angle the resistance of national narratives to change
School Textbooks in the Field of Socialisation 2003 sixteen leading international sociologists
are brought together in this volume to share their experiences of becoming practitioners in the
field selected for their comparative and transnational interests and experiences the contributors
include martin albrow karin knorr cetina diane e davis pierpaolo donati leon grunberg horst j
helle eiko ikegami tiankui jing hyun chin lim ewa morawska richard münch saskia sassen joachim j
savelsberg piotr sztompka edward a tiryakian and ruut veenhoven each contributor provides an auto
biographical review of their journey into the discipline with special attention paid to the
intellectual and social political contexts in which their work matured each chapter concludes
with a commentary on the anticipated future direction of that particular sociological area these
original and reflective contributions provide fascinating and rare insights into the careers of
sociologists living in a global age
The Musical Language of Pierre Boulez 2011-02-17 details how sports media and social issues
intersect outside the playing field featuring a unique blend of theory discussion topics and
pertinent case studies the text takes students beyond the how tos of creating content to
understanding the whys behind it
Army JROTC Leadership Education & Training 2002 modern persian elementary level is an innovative
persian language textbook it is intended for university level learners and features material for
two consecutive semesters of elementary persian the textbook implements the most recent trends in
language instruction including the basic tenets of flipped learning and communicative language
teaching methodology with a student centric approach to language instruction strengthened by its
contemporary real world topics high frequency structures and vocabulary thematic presentation of
material a plethora of engaging speaking activities in each chapter designated listening reading
and writing sections and integration of cultural material this textbook is a straightforward and
culturally engaging way to acquire functional proficiency in spoken and written persian complete
with a companion website with over 200 audio and video presentations an answer key a searchable
audio dictionary and a special appendix for instructors that features classroom activity
materials for the entire year this textbook is an innovative and modern language learning
resource the textbook also comes in an e book format to make language learning accessible on the
go wherever you are the companion website for the book can be accessed here sites google com a
anthempress com modern persian
Introduction to JROTC, A Character and Leadership Development Program, Leadership Education &
Training, Instructor Manual, JROTC 145-UI-IM, 2002 2002 examines the reasons why wrong
information has been provided in american history textbooks
Echoing Events 2022-12-12 more than any other product on the market the most successful medical
assistants begin their careers with kinn trusted for more than 60 years kinn s the medical
assistant an applied learning approach 14th edition teaches you real world administrative and
clinical skills essential for a career in the modern medical office always with a focus on
application through unfolding case scenarios critical thinking questions and interactive
exercises the reorganized 14th edition includes expanded content on medical office accounts
collections banking and practice management as well as a new chapter reviewing medical
terminology anatomy and physiology and pathology with an easy to read format and a full continuum
of separately sold adaptive learning solutions real world simulations ehr documentation
experience and hesi remediation and assessment you ll learn the leading skills to prepare for
certification and a successful career in the dynamic and growing medical assisting profession
comprehensive coverage of all administrative and clinical procedures prepares you for a wide
array of medical assisting jobs nearly 185 step by step illustrated procedures with rationales
break down how to perform critical skills for practice applied approach to learning helps you use
what you ve learned in a real world setting including case scenarios and critical thinking
exercises thorough ehr coverage with access to hands on activities incorporates use of simchart
for the medical office software designed to ensure that you are practice ready sold separately
key vocabulary terms and definitions are presented at the beginning of each chapter and
highlighted in text discussions summary of learning objectives serves as a checkpoint and study
tool patient education and legal and ethical features help relate content to practical use
"We the People" in the Global Age 2002 more than any other product on the market the most
successful medical assistants begin their careers with kinn trusted for more than 60 years kinn s
the administrative medical assistant an applied learning approach 14th edition teaches you real
world administrative skills essential for a career in the modern medical office always with a
focus on application through unfolding case scenarios critical thinking questions procedure
videos and interactive exercises the reorganized 14th edition includes expanded content on topics
from professionalism and interpersonal skills to billing and coding electronic health records and
practice management as well as a new chapter reviewing medical terminology anatomy and physiology
and pathology with an easy to read style and practical focus paired with a full complement of
separately sold adaptive solutions real world simulations ehr documentation experience and hesi



remediation and assessment you ll learn the leading skills to prepare for certification and a
successful career in the dynamic and growing medical assisting profession comprehensive coverage
of all administrative procedures prepares you to run a medical office 65 step by step illustrated
procedures with rationales break down key administrative skills to master applied approach to
learning helps you use what you ve learned in a real world setting including case scenarios
critical thinking exercises procedures videos and interactive online activities thorough ehr
coverage with access to hands on activities incorporates use of simchart for the medical office
software sold separately designed to ensure that you are practice ready key vocabulary terms and
definitions are presented at the beginning of each chapter and highlighted in text discussions
summary of learning objectives serves as a checkpoint and study tool robust companion website
includes chapter quizzes sample certification exams procedures videos and interactive exercises
patient education and legal and ethical features help relate content to practical use new chapter
reviews medical terminology anatomy and physiology and pathology to help you build a solid
foundation new reorganized and expanded content covers medical office accounts collections
banking and practice management to build a deep understanding of the workings of a medical office
new artwork focused on the workings of a modern medical office includes updated illustrations and
photographs of procedures and medical records new expanded and updated sample certification exams
help you practice and prepare for certification new streamlined presentation refines organization
and writing for easy comprehension new coverage of patient centered care featured throughout
textbook
Sociologists in a Global Age 2016-04-01 informed by the most up to date research from around the
world as well as examples of good practice this handbook analyzes values education in the context
of a range of school based measures associated with student wellbeing these include social
emotional moral and spiritual growth elements that seem to be present where intellectual
advancement and academic achievement are being maximized this text comes as values education
widens in scope from being concerned with morality ethics civics and citizenship to a broader
definition synonymous with a holistic approach to education in general this expanded purview is
frequently described as pedagogy relating to values and wellbeing this contemporary understanding
of values education or values and wellbeing pedagogy fits well with recent neuroscience research
this has shown that notions of cognition or intellect are far more intertwined with social and
emotional growth than earlier educational paradigms have allowed for in other words the best laid
plans about the technical aspects of pedagogy are bound to fail unless the growth of the whole
person social emotional moral spiritual and intellectual is the pedagogical target teachers and
educationalists will find that this handbook provides evidence culled from both research and
practice of the beneficial effects of such a values and wellbeing pedagogy
Sports, Media, and Society 2024-05-30 in educating the consumer citizen a history of the marriage
of schools advertising and media joel spring charts the rise of consumerism as the dominant
american ideology of the 21st century he documents and analyzes how from the early 19th century
through the present the combined endeavors of schools advertising and media have led to the
creation of a consumerist ideology and ensured its central place in american life and global
culture spring first defines consumerist ideology and consumer citizen and explores their 19th
century origins in schools children s literature the commercialization of american cities
advertising newspapers and the development of department stores he then traces the rise of
consumerist ideology in the 20th century by looking closely at the impact of the home economics
profession on the education of women as consumers and the development of an american cuisine
based on packaged and processed foods the influence of advertising images of sports heroes
cowboys and the clean shaven businessman in shaping male identity the outcomes of the growth of
the high school as a mass institution on the development of teenage consumer markets the
consequences of commercial radio and television joining with the schools to educate a consumer
oriented population so that by the 1950s consumerist images were tied to the cold war and
presented as the american way of life in both media and schools the effects of the civil rights
movement on integrating previously excluded groups into the consumer society the changes the
women s movement demanded in textbooks school curricula media and advertising that led to a new
image of women in the consumer market and the ascent of fast food education spring carries the
story into the 21st century by examining the evolving marriage of schools advertising and media
and its ongoing role in educating the consumer citizen and creating an integrated consumer market
this book will be of wide interest to scholars professionals and students across foundations of
education history and sociology of education educational policy mass communications american
history and cultural studies it is highly appropriate as a text for courses in these areas
Modern Persian, Elementary Level 2020-06-05 this collection provides a comprehensive overview of
russian language research in canada and russia with a focus on elements of structure as well as
on language dynamics and change
Lies My Teacher Told Me 1996 telling the story of the egyptian uprising through the lens of
education hania sobhy explores the everyday realities of citizens in the years before and after
the so called arab spring with vivid narratives from students and staff from egyptian schools
sobhy offers novel insights on the years that led to and followed the unrest of 2011 drawing a
holistic portrait of education in egypt she reveals the constellations of violence neglect and
marketization that pervaded schools and shows how young people negotiated the state and national
belonging by approaching schools as key disciplinary and nation building institutions this book
outlines the various ways in which citizenship was produced lived and imagined during those
critical years this title is also available as open access on cambridge core
Kinn's The Medical Assistant - E-Book 2019-09-24 this book examines the development of national
emblems photographic portraiture oil painting world expositions modern spaces for art exhibitions
university programs of visual arts and other agencies of modern art in korea with few books on
modern art in korea available in english this book is an authoritative volume on the topic and
provides a comparative perspective on asian modernism including japan china and india in turn



these essays also shed a light on asian reception of and response to the orientalism and
exoticism popular in europe and north america in the early twentieth century the book will be of
interest to scholars working in art history the history of asia asian studies colonialism
nationalism and cultural identity
Kinn's The Administrative Medical Assistant E-Book 2019-10-08 this book explores different
strands of thinking about sexuality education in contemporary urban india it interrogates the
limits of sexuality education as we know it today by rethinking adolescent masculinities in
middle class urban india this book contributes to the wide gap in theorising sexuality education
and adolescent masculinities in urban india it presents an adolescent perspective on sexuality
education looks at adolescent love from the school teachers perspective and tries to understand a
teacher s negotiations with student romance it unravels the sexual and romantic lives of
adolescents and examines the circulation of sexual knowledge and sources of information on sex
that adolescent boys in india have access to this book uncovers the limits of sexuality education
by examining state feminist christian and sexological materials on sexuality education in mumbai
and delhi based on detailed research and narratives from teachers young men and women the book
explores adolescent male romance and its affective registers adolescent male sexual knowledge and
the regulation of romance in school spaces this book will be of interest to students and
researchers of education sexuality and gender studies masculinity studies sex education as well
as those interested in education policy education politics educational research and inclusion and
special education located at the intersection of sexuality studies education masculinity studies
and cultural studies it will also appeal to those working in sexuality education in urban india
within the complex web of the middle classes consumerism post feminism romance adolescent
masculinities and cinema
International Research Handbook on Values Education and Student Wellbeing 2010-08-05 simplify the
complexities of sport governance with an engaging and thought provoking guide to how authority
policies rules and regulations can influence decision making in sport organizations governance in
sport analysis and application with resource examines the structure of governance within sport
organizations across a breadth of levels and a variety of industry sectors to prepare students to
practice principles of good governance and ethical decision making the content is presented from
three broad perspectives 1 students will first learn the foundation of legal and managerial
practices in sport governance encompassing ethical behavior effective leadership decision making
and policy development within sport organizations 2 once the groundwork is established a
geographical framework explores the structures and functions of regulatory agencies for sport at
the local state national regional and global levels students will gain an appreciation for how
agencies vary as well as the differences in for profit nonprofit and quasi public sport
organizations at the various levels 3 students will examine the nuances of sport governance
across selected sectors of the sport industry professional sport amateur sport sport media
sporting goods and licensing and fitness wellness and health are presented alongside the emerging
and rapidly evolving sectors of sport marketing legalized sport wagering and esports for a
realistic look at how governance is applied across different sectors to enhance practical
application a related web resource presents 12 in depth case studies and debates on relevant
examples of governance in action within sports organizations each case study provides thought
provoking perspectives authored by industry experts and scholars across sport business and
academia students will gain real world understanding of how governance varies across national and
international levels by scrutinizing contemporary issues such as the ncaa college basketball
corruption scandal the nfl kneeling policy olympic host city selection and poaching in esports
critical thinking skills are encouraged with multiple choice and discussion questions provided at
the end of each case study additional learning aids also help to connect foundational knowledge
to modern day application governance in action boxes highlight key concepts and provide context
in relationship to recent events critical thinking questions encourage classroom discussion and
end of chapter applied activities help to solidify understanding providing an overview of
managing sport at all levels and all sectors governance in sport will help students develop an
acute understanding of where power resides how decisions are made and the impact of those factors
on the goals purpose and structure of sport organizations note the web resource is included with
all new print books and some ebooks for ebook formats that don t provide access the web resource
is available separately
Maryland Adventure 2001 since 1973 queen have captivated listeners through the intense sonic
palette of voices and guitars the sprawling and epic journeys of songs and charismatic splendour
of their live performances rock and rhapsodies is the first book to undertake a musicological
study of the band s output with a fundamental aim of discovering what exactly gave queen s songs
their magical and distinct musical identity focusing on the material written recorded and
released between 1973 and 1991 author nick braae provides readers with an in depth and nuanced
analytical account of the group s individual musical style or idiolect and illuminates the
multifaceted stylistic and historical contexts in which queen s music was created aspects of
queen s songs are also used as a springboard for exploring a range of further analytical and
discursive issues the nature of a musical style the conceptual relationship between an artist
style and genre form in popular songs and the character and identity of a singing voice following
an introduction and primer on queen s idiolect rock and rhapsodies presents ten further chapters
each of which offers a snapshot of a particular musical element form the voice a particular
subset of repertoire freddie mercury s large scale 1970s songs or a particular era post 1991 thus
painting a rich overall picture of both the band s history and their ongoing presence in popular
culture along the way there is an underlying focus on interrogating and substantiating the themes
and ideas that emerge from the writing documentaries and other media on queen using a variety of
analytical tools and close readings of songs to demonstrate how aspects of critical reception
align or not with musical details rock and rhapsodies will reward any reader who has been
enchanted by the myriad and complex musical components that make up any queen song



A Bill for an Act to Codify, Revise, and Rearrange the Statutes of the State by the Enactment of
the Indiana Code as Provided Under Article 4, Section 19, of the Constitution of the State of
Indiana 1976 this well researched volume tells the story of music education in japan and of the
wind band contest organized by the all japan band association identified here for the first time
as the world s largest musical competition it attracts 14 000 bands and well over 500 000
competitors the book s insightful contribution to our understanding of both music and education
chronicles music learning in japanese schools and communities it examines the contest from a
range of perspectives including those of policy makers adjudicators conductors and young
musicians the book is an illuminating window on the world of japanese wind bands a unique hybrid
tradition that comingles contemporary western idioms with traditional japanese influences in
addition to its social history of japanese school music programs it shows how participation in
japanese school bands contributes to students sense of identity and sheds new light on the
process of learning to play european orchestral instruments
Educating the Consumer-citizen 2003-05-14
Russian Language Studies in North America 2012-06-01
Schooling the Nation 2023-03-31
Interpreting Modernism in Korean Art 2021-09-30
The Limits of Sexuality Education 2023-12-19
Governance in Sport 2020-02-10
Rock and Rhapsodies 2021-07-09
Wind Bands and Cultural Identity in Japanese Schools 2011-10-20
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